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Abstract: Automotive manufacturers typically assess the mechanical durability performance of ground vehicle components for vibration excitation using either random or harmonic spectral loading patterns, such as the loading patterns suggested in international standards (e.g., ISO-16750-3). Selection of the correct excitation profile is dependent on the service condition of the component of interest. However, in the instance where the vehicle component is exposed to both harmonic excitations and background noise, the severity of impact of the in-service environment cannot be satisfied via a single random or harmonic test alone. In this case, the optimal test strategy is to evaluate the vehicle component under a sine-on-random excitation. Within this study, a uniaxial excitation test was conducted for a notched simple specimen under three spectral loading cases (harmonic, random, and sine-on-random), and the test severity was determined based on two kinds of fatigue damage: the physical damage from measured strain and the calculated pseudo-damage from acceleration measurements, as indicated in ISO-16750-3. Based on this comparison of accumulated fatigue damage, the efficiency of the proposed sine-on random vibration was proved against conventional single spectral pattern test methods.
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1. Introduction

When a conventional ground vehicle is driven over numerous ground conditions, such as a highway, a country road, an unpaved road, or a cobble stone road [1], the vibration spectrum from the road loading is determined by the surface roughness and the speed of the vehicle. In this instance, the spectral pattern is typical of a random noise distribution [2–4]. Alternatively, the powertrain of a vehicle system, which is comprised of a combustion engine and transmission, will produce harmonic excitation due to the rotating speed of the engine system [5–7]. Thus, vehicle components near the powertrain may be exposed to a harmonic excitation condition, whereas vehicle components isolated from the harmonic excitation of the combustion engine are primarily exposed to the road load that shows non-stationary random patterns. In addition, vehicle components may be exposed to a shock loading cases owing to abnormal service tracks, such as bump load, and those transient excitations show different spectral loading patterns as compared to previous cases, random or harmonic.

Vibration tests or high cyclic loading test specifications can be derived from measured test data or the results of a virtual simulation that allows the severity of the test system to be determined according to the accumulated fatigue damage during rated normal operation. The target level of fatigue damage is typically derived from data measured from test vehicles operating in the field, while accelerated test results are obtained from vehicle measurements performed in a combination of proven ground test tracks [1–4]. Typically, the vibration resilience of a component is evaluated using an exciter, with the
application of fatigue damage measured using a random power spectral density (PSD) function in the frequency domain [8–11].

Acceleration is the most prevalent measured signal in high cyclic loading cases because of its high signal-to-noise ratio compared to other physical signals such as strain or stress. An accelerometer has several advantages compared to a strain gauge [12–15]. The strain or stress data from a strain gauge provides suitable information to calculate the fatigue damage directly, but the measured data is very sensitive to the attachment quality or the shape of the attached structure; however, the acceleration data from an accelerometer is robust for attachment situations, and the repeatability of the measured response can be guaranteed with similar measurement locations. A critical drawback of using an accelerometer is that no direct information can be obtained for the calculation of fatigue damage. Several previous studies on vibration fatigue issues have attempted to calculate the fatigue damage or strain using only the acceleration. In the case of a simple specimen such as a beam or slender member, the direct identification of strain data from a displacement is possible using analytic equations [16–18].

The concept of pseudo-damage is one practical method for comparing test severities using a virtual S-N curve, and this method is precisely explained by ISO-16750-3 [19]. Although the pseudo-damage derived from the acceleration response data is not a physical value, a direct damage comparison between vibration tests is possible using this technique. Recently, a method for predicting the fatigue damage from acceleration data was suggested using an energy isocline function in a case where the frequency relationship between the response acceleration and the strain in a hot spot can be pre-determined reliably [12–15]. In this instance, a hot spot means the most fragile location of a structure with a localized concentrated strain or stress. The damage comparison for different spectral loading patterns were performed using the same notched simple specimen in reference [20]. However, the previous study was focused on developing damage counting methods for different spectral loading patterns, and the accuracy of the proposed counting methods was compared with the zero-crossing peak counting in a time domain. The pseudo-damage considered in Ref. [20] was counted in a time domain, and the indirect spectral damage using acceleration data was calculated to verify the accuracy of energy isocline functions. In this study, the damage counting was calculated in a frequency domain for two response data points, acceleration and strain, and the damage level represents the severity of vibration tests for three different loading cases. Thus, the claimed originality of this study, focused on the accelerated sine-on-random vibration test of vehicle components, is different from previous studies.

Due to increasing customer expectations and intense competition in the automotive marketplace, the reliability of vehicle components is critical to guarantee high quality of a given vehicle and good reputation of the manufacturer. Prior to beginning a new vehicle development program, the majority of test processes are rigorously reviewed to minimize the failure rate of vehicle components and to maintain the good reputation of the manufacturer. Subsequently, vibration test specifications have become more stringent over time. Moreover, due to an increased focus on robust design policy, vibration test requirements have become intensive. Thus, the vibration profile is designed with an increased safety margin. Vibration test specifications designed for the evaluation of mechanical systems (such as ISO 16750-3) generally stipulate either random or harmonic test modes [19]. However, some vehicle components are mounted at a location that may be exposed to both random and harmonic excitations simultaneously. Therefore, one spectral excitation pattern may not replicate the required test severity of these components from the perspective of fatigue damage. Hence, current testing standards, such as ISO 16750-3, have some limitations in coping with such multi-spectral pattern cases. An advanced vibration test method is presented by the defense industry in MIL-810G, where the sine-on-random excitation profile is defined for the evaluation of sub-components within defense systems and military equipment [21]. For transient spectral loading cases, such as shock response, a shock loading analysis may be necessary to carry out the fatigue analysis of vehicle components, but this transient loading issue is not included in this study.
In this paper, the necessity of a sine-on-random test for a ground vehicle component is investigated for the case where the component of interest is exposed to multi-pattern excitation that includes both harmonic and random patterns. Several vehicle components belonging to those spectral loading cases, such as electronic devices on a combustion engine, powertrain, and chassis frame, are sub-components of the driving motor system for hybrid vehicles. Three different excitation modes were applied in the uniaxial excitation test of a notched simple specimen: the conventional random test, harmonic test, and sine-on-random test. The damage counting was performed using only the acceleration data for two different methods: the pseudo-damage counting explained in ISO-16750-3 and the physical damage derived using the energy isocline function. We verified the necessity of the sine-on-random test through a comparison of the accumulated fatigue damage values over three different spectral loading spectra. Finally, the vibration test guidelines were constructed for vehicle components based on these results.

2. Damage Counting with Acceleration Data Only

2.1. Pseudo-Damage Counting

The basic concept of damage counting in an elastic system is a stress-life approach using an S-N curve, and this counting method is valid for an elastic loading condition that is less than the yield stress of the test specimen \[22,23\]. A vehicle component in a vibration test is generally exposed to fully reversible \((R = -1)\) and high cyclic loading sources, both the combustion engine and the road, and the accumulated fatigue is within the elastic region that is suitable for the stress–life approach. If the response stress and response acceleration are given in Equations (1) and (2), respectively, the fatigue damage of a test specimen during \(T_1\) can be calculated as shown in Equation (3) \([12–15]\):

\[
\sigma(\omega_1) = \overline{\sigma} \sin(\omega_1 t + \phi), \tag{1}
\]

\[
a(\omega_1) = \overline{a} \sin(\omega_1 t + \varphi), \tag{2}
\]

\[
D(\omega_1, T_1) = \frac{\omega_1 T_1}{\pi \cdot \frac{S_0^{1/b}}{\overline{\sigma}(\omega_1)^{-1/b}}}, \tag{3}
\]

where \(\overline{\sigma}\) and \(\overline{a}\) are the magnitudes of the stress and acceleration, and \(\phi\) and \(\varphi\) are the phases of the stress and acceleration, respectively. In addition, \(b\) and \(S_0\) are the fatigue strength exponent and stress range intercepts at the location of interest, respectively. However, the vibration response is widely measured in an acceleration form, and direct information about the fatigue damage over the excitation input is impossible to obtain from the previous formula in Equation (3). Thus, quantification of the severity of the service test can be indexed using another damage concept that is derived directly from acceleration data as shown in Equation (4):

\[
D_p(\omega_1, T_1) = \frac{\omega_1 T_1}{\pi \cdot \overline{a}(\omega_1)^{1/c'}}, \tag{4}
\]

where \(c\) is a slope related to the fatigue damage. The new damage expression in Equation (4) does not carry any physical meaning because the calculation result does not directly relate to the creation of a crack in the responsible test specimen. Instead, the fatigue value \(D_p\) is the test severity index of excitation calculated from the measured acceleration response by assuming that the level of response acceleration is proportional to the fatigue damage of the service system. Therefore, the fatigue damage in Equation (4) is only valid for comparing the severity values of vibration tests, and it is defined as pseudo-damage \([19]\). The spectral loading can be extended to every possible frequency, and the
total pseudo-damage can be derived as the summation of the pseudo-damages from single spectral loadings. The final form of the fatigue summation with duration $T$ can be expressed as follows:

$$D_p(T) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{\omega_i T}{\pi \cdot \pi(\omega_i)^{1/2}} ,$$

where $N$ is the discretization number of the input spectrum.

### 2.2. Physical Damage Counting with Energy Isocline Function

The fatigue damage of a linear system can be derived from acceleration data using an energy isocline function, and the calculated fatigue damage has the physical value of a hot spot, which is an important difference compared to the previous pseudo-damage. The energy isocline function recalls the stress information of the location of interest by using the response acceleration [12–15]. The energy isocline function can be explained using the frequency response function between the stress and the response acceleration, as shown in Equation (6):

$$\sigma(\omega_1) = \| H_m(\omega_1) \| \cdot a(\omega_1).$$

In Equation (6), the stress and acceleration are variables from Equations (1) and (2), respectively, and $\| H_m(\omega_1) \|$ is the magnitude of the frequency response function $H_m(\omega_1)$ between $\sigma(\omega_1)$ and $a(\omega_1)$. The direct calculation of the fatigue damage from the measured acceleration in Equation (2) can be formulated using both the damage counting in Equation (4) and the spectral relationship in Equation (6) during $T_1$, as shown in Equation (7):

$$D(\omega_1, T_1) = \frac{\omega_1 T_1}{\pi \cdot S_{0}^{1/2}} \cdot \| H_m(\omega_1) \|^{1/2} \cdot \pi(\omega_1)^{1/2}.$$

Conversely, the measured acceleration response can be converted into the spectral energy using the power spectral density (PSD) [24–26]. Given the acceleration signal in Equation (2), the energy of excitation can be expressed in a frequency domain as shown in Equation (8):

$$E(\omega_1, T_1) = \| \pi(\omega_1) \|^{2} \cdot \xi_{s}^{2}.$$  

$$\xi_{s}^{2} = \frac{\omega_1 T_1}{2}$$

From Equations (7) and (8), both the spectral damage and the vibration energy can be derived using only the acceleration where the variable $\pi(\omega_1)$ plays a key role in these equations. If the spectral damage is assumed to be proportionally related to the excitation energy with a certain gain $\kappa(\omega_1)$, the spectral damage in Equation (7) can be reformulated as Equations (9) and (10) below [12,13,20]:

$$D(\omega_1, T_1) = \kappa(\omega_1, T_1) E(\omega_1, T_1)^{1/2},$$

$$\kappa(\omega_1, T_1) = \frac{2 \pi^{1/2}}{\pi} \omega_1^{(1 + 1/2)} \cdot T_1^{(1 + 1/2)} \cdot S_{0}^{1/2} \cdot \| H_m(\omega_1) \|^{1/2}.$$
vibration test is defined as $D$. The corresponding formulation is shown in Equation (11), where the test duration is fixed as $T$ [12,13,20]:

$$D(T) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{2 \pi}{\pi} \cdot \omega_i^{(1 - \frac{1}{b})} \cdot T^{(1 - \frac{1}{b})} \cdot S_0^{\frac{1}{b}} \cdot \|H_m(\omega_i)\| \cdot \frac{1}{\pi} \cdot a(\omega_i) \cdot \tau,$$

(11)

where $N$ is the discretization number of the input spectrum. The summation of the fatigue damage in Equation (11) contains the material property of the test specimen with coefficients $b$ and $S_0$, such that it is a different physical value from the previous pseudo-damage, which is useful only for comparing the severity values of test events.

3. Damage Comparison with a Uniaxial Vibration Test

3.1. Uniaxial Vibration Test with a Notched Simple Specimen

A notched simple specimen was introduced in this study to conduct the uniaxial excitation test for different spectral loading cases. The simple specimen was assumed to be a linear system, as well as a time-invariant system, over a high cyclic excitation with a low amplitude. Thus, the two damage calculation methods in Equations (5) and (9) were still valid for the notched simple specimen.

The specimen was designed by considering several test requirements, including the capability of the exciter, definite position of a hot spot, and existence of a resonance peak during excitation. The configuration of the test specimen is illustrated in Figure 1 [15]. A uniaxial shaker (MODAL 110 Exciter/MB dynamics, Cleveland, OH, USA) was used for the source of excitation, which ranged from 20 Hz to 4000 Hz. The modal parameters were identified using a modal algorithm (Test.Lab, SIEMENS, Munich, Germany) with an impact hammer (8204/B&K) under a free–free boundary condition for the test specimen, as listed in Table 1 [15]. During the impact testing, the specimen was suspended by foam blocks. The first resonance frequency of the beam was at 1162.7 Hz (with a 0.55% damping ratio), and the second resonance frequency was greater than 4000 Hz in the vertical direction with respect to the plane of the specimen. Consequently, the first resonance peak may be expected during excitation. The response of the notched simple specimen was measured during excitation using three accelerometers (#1–#3, Model 3246/B&K) and one strain gauge (#4, Model K-XY33-3/350/HBM). The configuration of the attached instrumentation is illustrated in Figure 2 [15]. The test specimen was firmly clamped with a jig at one end of the beam to prevent a fretting effect, and the clamping jig was directly connected to the exciter, which generated only $z$-directional vibration, as shown in Figure 3 [15].

The main purpose of locating the strain gauge at #4 was to identify the frequency response between the stress and the response acceleration in Equation (6). To minimize the non-linearity of the test specimen during excitation, a sine sweep with a flat magnitude of 0.1 g (where $g = 0.98 \text{ m/s}^2$) was selected as the preliminary test mode, and a spectral range of 20–4000 Hz was selected as the preliminary excitation mode. The response acceleration at #1–#3 and the strain at #4 were measured during the sine sweep excitation, and the response relation between the three accelerations and one strain gauge was obtained from the measured data before the main test procedure. The response acceleration at #2 was selected for calculating the fatigue damage in this study because the magnitude of this acceleration was larger than those at the other two positions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Frequency (Hz)</th>
<th>Damping (%)</th>
<th>Shape Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1162.7</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>Bending</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The test setup shown in Figure 3 was used to measure the response acceleration of the notched simple specimen when subjected to different spectral loading cases. The conventional test modes of vehicle components are well defined in ISO 16750-3 and are dependent on the mounting location of...
the vehicle component. These test modes are divided into two categories: sinusoidal and random vibrations [19]. Therefore, two representative spectral loading patterns were suggested for the uniaxial vibration test: harmonic excitation and random excitation, based on the ISO standard. The spectrum range was determined based on a conventional vehicle system. The principle spectrum from a road load is less than 100 Hz, and the critical harmonic excitation at the maximum engine speed (approximately 6000 rev/min) was more than 100 Hz [27–29]. In addition, the maximum frequency input range of the shaker was less than 5000 Hz under the payload of the test setup. Thus, three test modes were used for the uniaxial vibration test: random vibration, harmonic vibration, and sine-on-random vibration, which was a mixture of the previous two spectrum patterns. The specific maximum magnitude versus frequency values for the three spectrum patterns are plotted in Figure 4. The response accelerations at the three different locations (#1–#3) were then measured for the three spectral loading cases. This step was the main test procedure to compare the severity levels of the fatigue damage for the different spectral loading cases. Every test schedule was performed three times to eliminate experimental errors during the excitation.

![Figure 4. Vibration test modes for three different spectral excitations (1 g = 9.8 m/s²): (a) random; (b) harmonic; (a) + (b) sine-on-random.](image)

### 3.2. Fatigue Damage of a Notched Simple Specimen

The measured acceleration data was obtained simultaneously during the uniaxial excitation, and the responses for the different spectral loading patterns are plotted in Figure 5. The sampling frequency of all measured signals was set for 8192 Hz, and the frequency range in Figure 4 was selected up to 2000 Hz because a majority of fatigue damage was accumulated at a resonance frequency of 1530 Hz. The first peak at approximately 290 Hz originated from the rigid mode of the notched simple specimen, which was shifted to 290 Hz from DC (direct current) by the clamped boundary condition. The second resonance at approximately 1530 Hz was shifted from 1162.7 Hz (see the modal test result in Table 1) for the same reason. Therefore, the shifted resonance frequencies, 290 Hz and 1530 Hz, are the most contributed responses during excitation as seen in Figure 4. The transformed acceleration data was used to count the fatigue damage using the formulations in Equations (5) and (7) for the three test modes illustrated in Figure 4. The coefficient $c$ required in Equation (5) was set at $-1/7$ based on a consideration of the suggested slope range of $-1/3.5$ to $-1/10$ in ISO 16750-3. Because the notched simple specimen was constructed of S45C (mild steel), $b = -0.0806$ and $S_0 = 664.5$ (MPa) were selected for the fatigue-related material properties used in Equation (7). The fatigue damage found in the vibration test of the notched simple specimen is summarized in Table 2. In addition, the test severity values of different spectral loading cases were compared using the damage ratio between the sine-on-random case and other single spectral pattern cases. These fatigue ratio results are summarized in Table 3 as percentages.
random excitation; and random excitation. Even a series of tests under a single spectrum input, random after harmonic or in reverse order, is not sufficient to supplant the severity of a sine-on-random test. In the case of the pseudo-damage, whereas these damage ratios are less than 0.01% and 79.3%, respectively, for the physical damage. Therefore, no single spectral pattern test (random or harmonic only) can supersede the severity of a sine-on-random test. Even a series of tests under a.

3.3. Discussion

The calculated fatigue damages listed in Table 2 show that the repeatability of the test results was effectively guaranteed for the same test mode, except for the sine-on-random case. In the case of the random test, the deviation of the three physical damages was partially visible because the amplitude of the strain was low enough to be damaged by unexpected noises. The damage variation was larger in the sine-on-random test case compared to the other test modes: the harmonic and random. This was a result of the multi-spectral pattern source, making it difficult to control the phase of the response data compared to a conventional single-spectral pattern source. Thus, the maximum spectral peak of the response data could have changed slightly during the test, which explains the significant variation in the fatigue damage.

The severity of the fatigue damage was more visible in the pseudo-damage than the physical damage. In Table 3, the damage ratios for the two spectral cases, random and harmonic, are 0.02% and 43.3%, respectively, for the pseudo-damage, whereas these damage ratios are less than 0.01% and 79.3%, respectively, for the physical damage. Therefore, no single spectral pattern test (random or harmonic only) can supersede the severity of a sine-on-random test. Even a series of tests under a.
single spectrum input, random after harmonic or in reverse order, is not sufficient to supplant the sine-on-random test in regard to fatigue damage. In addition, the fatigue damage from a noise source is considerably less than that from a harmonic one because even the single peak response from harmonic excitation leads to critical damage to the test specimen compared to the numerous spectral responses from a noise source.

The pseudo-damage referenced in ISO 16750-3 is only a criterion for grading the severity of a test mode. In contrast, the accumulated damage derived from Equation (7) is a real damage value related to crack initiation, and is a good match for the failure mode of a vibration test. Thus, the physical fatigue damage results were used to compare the test severities over different spectral loading patterns, where the physical damage ratio from random excitation was less than 0.01% and the harmonic excitation was 79.3%, as listed in Table 3. The random excitation alone had little impact on the fatigue damage of the notched simple specimen. Thus, the test mode corresponding to the random source appeared to be redundant. However, the random excitation became a critical source and accelerated the severity of the fatigue result from 79.3% to 100% when the random source was mixed with a harmonic excitation. Therefore, if the notched simple specimen was exposed to harmonic excitation with background noise, one of the single spectral patterns, random or harmonic, would not be sufficient to compensate for the target level of fatigue damage. Thus, the sine-on-random test is the best alternative process to satisfy the required test severity.

The alternative plan involves scaling the magnitude of the spectral loading profile such that the increased response acceleration increases the severity of the test condition [2–4]. In Table 3, the current fatigue ratio from harmonic excitation alone is 79.3%, and the fatigue damage can be increased if the acceleration response is multiplied by a specified scaling value. For example, the fatigue damage ratio can be changed to 87.3% and 95.2% if the magnitude of the original acceleration response is increased virtually by 10% and 20%, respectively, over the entire frequency range. However, the modified fatigue damage from scaling of the input profile is dependent on the characteristics of the test specimen. Thus, the selection of the scaling value should be updated when the target system is changed.

4. Vibration Test Guideline for Ground Vehicle Components

If the vehicle component is mounted near a location where the excitation is governed by a single spectral loading pattern, i.e., harmonic excitation from a combustion engine or random excitation from a driving wheel, the two conventional vibration profiles may be reliable test solutions for the vibration tests of vehicle components. However, in the case where the vehicle component of interest is mounted at a location that is subjected to both random and harmonic spectral loading patterns, a uniaxial vibration test should be conducted under the sine-on-random spectral pattern with regards to fatigue damage. If the sine-on-random test of a vehicle component is not suitable for the prepared facilities, it can be superseded by the single spectral patterns, harmonic and random, after increasing the magnitude of the original vibration profile. However, this alternative method has some technical limitations. The first is the increase in the magnitude of excitation that can exceed the capability limit of the exciter. The second is the selection of the optimal scaling value, which changes due to the nature of the test specimen. Some automotive companies have performed vibration tests in series, random after harmonic or harmonic after random, to accelerate the severity of the fatigue damage. This method is not recommended because the duration of the excitation is doubled, while the level of test severity is not increased. A comparison of several vibration test methods is summarized in Table 4. If a ground vehicle component is mounted at a location exposed to both types of excitation sources, random and harmonic, the sine-on-random test is the best test method to satisfy the required fatigue damage with a small test duration.
Table 4. Comparison of vibration test methods over different spectral loading patterns.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Physical Damage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Random</td>
<td>short</td>
<td>very small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harmonic</td>
<td>short</td>
<td>Small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harmonic or Harmonic → Sine</td>
<td>long</td>
<td>Small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sine-on-random</td>
<td>short</td>
<td>Large</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Conclusions

The test severity was verified using a uniaxial excitation test of a notched simple specimen with three different loading patterns: harmonic, random, and sine-on-random. Two fatigue damage levels for the test specimen, the physical damage and pseudo-damage, were calculated using the acceleration responses as followed ISO-16750-3. First, the accumulated physical fatigue damage showed that the test severity from the sine-on-random input was greater than that in the other cases evaluated within this study (harmonic, random, and sequential excitation with both harmonic and random). Moreover, the severity of the pseudo damage from sine-on-random case is considerably higher than other cases derived from single input modes. The sensitivity of fatigue damage is greater for physical damage than the pseudo damage such that the evaluation of the test severity is more efficient when using physical damage. In particular, the sine-on-random test can achieve the required fatigue damage level under very short test durations, whereas conventional cases, (including in-series and random plus harmonic test processes) cannot satisfy the required test severity under long test durations. Therefore, selecting an excitation spectral pattern for vehicle components is crucial in order to satisfy the required damage severity and to minimize the test duration under uniaxial excitation test. In addition, sine-on-random tests must be applied in the event that the component of interest is exposed to both harmonic excitations with background noise in service.
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